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Background
Stroke is one of the leading causes of disability and death in the Netherlands, with an incidence of
around 3 per 1000 person‐years. 1 In the Netherlands, general practitioners (GPs) currently stratify
their patients into risk groups using a simplistic algorithm containing only five traditional risk factors.2
In women however, evidence on the importance of 'women‐specific' risk factors such as migraine,
coagulation disturbances is mounting.3 These factors may work synergistically with each other and
with traditional risk factors. Currently, none of these women‐specific factors are taken into account
for stroke prevention, possibly withholding preventive measures from tens of thousands of women
at risk. The advent of artificial intelligence in medicine enables us to create a personalized risk model
capturing these recently discovered women‐specific risk patterns, and also yet undiscovered
patterns. This methodology has recently been proven successful in this type of data environment by
our own research group.4 Within 2.5 years we aim to implement automated software in general
practitioner practices to help identify women at increased risk for stroke in time.
Objectives



What is the best model (machine learning or traditional [logistic or Cox regression]) and best
prediction setting (survival vs. non‐survival) to predict 10‐year risk for stroke?
Can we extract new information from machine learning models? Can we find patterns in our data
that could be the starting point of new, focused research? This underscores the importance of
explainable data science, which is essential in medical research.

Data description
We will analyse data from 2 million general practitioner patients with a mean follow‐up of 10 years
and an estimated incidence of 65.000 new stroke cases over the course of follow‐up. We will work
with several thousands of potential risk factors (e.g. from free text, medical history, medication use,
vital parameters), underscoring the importance of a sound feature selection strategy. Data are
readily available.
Student profile
Good knowledge and understanding of machine learning problems and algorithms; programming
skills in Python; interest in applying data science in the medical domain.
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